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Recommendation Systems

What are they?



“
Recommender Systems are software 

tools and techniques providing 
suggestions for items to be of use to 

a user.
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Progression of Recommendation Systems

▪ Tapestry (1992)
▪ “Collaborative Filtering”

▪ GroupLens (1992)
▪ “Information Economy”
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Progression of Recommendation Systems

Types of recommendation systems:
▪ Collaborative (User Ratings)

▪ Content-based (Features / User Ratings)

▪ Demographic (Demographic Profiles)

▪ Knowledge-Based (How data meets needs)
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Progression of Recommendation Systems

Accuracy factors:
▪ Diversity
▪ Recommender Persistence
▪ Privacy
▪ User Demographics
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▪ Robustness
▪ Serendipity
▪ Trust
▪ Labelling



Progression of Recommendation Systems

Netflix Prize:
▪ Best Netflix prediction ratings by 10%
▪ October 2006 – September 2009
▪ BellKor's Pragmatic Chaos 

▫ (AT&T Labs +  Commendo +  Pragmatic Theory)
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Why another recommendation system?



Graph Construction

Overview of construction of the graph

🔨
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Assembly of Graph:
1. Tokenize and stem keywords
2. Corpus to vector space using TF-IDF
3. Cosine distance between each video measuring similarity
4. Cluster videos using k-means algorithm
5. Use multidimensional scaling to reduce dimensionality within the corpus
6. Plotting the clustering output



1. Tokenize and stem keywords
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Goal is to use the list of keyword strings (ex: Eminem Walk On Water Aftermath Shady Interscope Rap):
1. Create a Stemmed Vocabulary (Used in algorithm)
2. Create a Tokenized Vocabulary (Full words left un-stemmed for output)

Using NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) :
3. Import SnowballStemmer (fisher -> fish, cats -> cat)
4. Import Stopwords ['me', 'my', 'myself', ‘we’] (words that don't convey significant meaning)

Creating stemmed vocabulary:
5. nltk.sent_tokenize(text) 

split standard contractions (don’t -> do n’t, they’ll -> they ‘ll)
treat punctuation as separate tokens
split off commas and single quotes when followed by whitespace
separate periods at the end of the line

6. nltk.word_tokenize(sent) (Tokenize a string to split off punctuation other than periods)
7. Filter out tokens that do not contain letters 
8. Obtain stems of the filtered tokens



1. Tokenize and stem keywords
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2. Corpus to vector space using TF-IDF
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Use the stemmed and tokenized vocabulary to create a pandas DataFrame
-Stemmed vocabulary as the index 
-Tokenized words as the column

import pandas as pd
vocab_frame = pd.DataFrame( {'words': totalvocab_tokenized}, index = totalvocab_stemmed )

TF-IDF = Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency 
A numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus.

If term frequency counts are (the = 22, a = 18, an = 15), they would have lower priority so that (rap = 5, interscope=4) would have 
a higher priority because they are more relevant to the particular item.

Simplest case:
Term frequency: (Number of times term t appears in a document) / (Total number of terms in the document).
Inverse document frequency: log(Total number of documents / Number of documents with term t in it).
TF-IDF = TF * IDF

Corpus



2. Corpus to vector space using TF-IDF
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Here we will be using TF-IDF Vectorizer Parameters and converting the tags into a TF-IDF Matrix:
1. Count tag occurrences by video.
2. Use sklearn.TfidfVectorizer() to create a term frequency matrix.
3. Use tfidf_vectorizer.fit_transform() to apply the term frequency-inverse document frequency 

max_df: if the tag is in 80%+ of the videos, it is ignored
min_idf: the tag has to be in at least 2 of the videos
ngram_range*: 1-3 (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams)
max_features: If max_features is set to None, whole corpus is considered 

Since 200,000 - most frequent 200k tags are considered
4. Use tfidf_vectorizer.get_feature_names() to obtain list of terms

*An n-gram model is a type of probabilistic language model for predicting 
the next item in such a sequence.

Given “to be or not to be”:
1-gram sequence (unigrams): to, be, or, not, to, be
2-gram sequence (bigrams): to be, be or, or not, not to, to be
3-gram sequence (trigrams): to be or, be or not, or not to, not to be

For problems like sentiment analysis, setting n-gram ranges that use bigrams or trigrams can dramatically improve the 
accuracy of classification, as they can capture more complex expressions formed by the composition of more than one word.
Ex: “good” versus “not good”

*Note that this step is using the raw tags list and not pieces from part 1.

Term frequency matrix
Document = video tags



2. Corpus to vector space using TF-IDF
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3. Cosine distance between each video measuring similarity
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from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import cosine_similarity
dist = 1 - cosine_similarity(tfidf_matrix)

Cosine_similarity measures similarity between each tag among the other videos tags against the tf-idf matrix

1 – cosine_similarity = Euclidean_distance

Cosine_similarity( vid1, vid2 ) = (vid1 · vid2 / ||vid1|| * ||vid2|| )
· is the vector dot product
||vid1|| is the length of vector vid1
||vid2|| is the length of vector vid1

vid1 = 3 2 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 0
vid2 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
vid1 · vid2  = 3*1 + 2*0 + 0*0 + 5*0 + 0*0 + 0*0 + 0*0 + 2*1 + 0*0 + 0*2 = 5
||vid1|| = sqrt(3*3 + 2*2 + 0*0 + 5*5 + 0*0 + 0*0 + 0*0 + 2*2 + 0*0 + 0*0) = sqrt(42) = 6.481
||vid2|| = sqrt(1*1 + 0*0 + 0*0 + 0*0 +0*0 + 0*0 + 0*0 + 1*1 + 0*0 + 2*2) = sqrt(6) = 2.245

Cosine_similarity(vid1, vid2) = 5 / (6.481 * 2.245) = .3150
arcCos(.3150) = 71.63°



3. Cosine distance between each video measuring similarity
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4. Cluster videos using k-means algorithm
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Using the TF-IDF Matrix, we can now create
a k-means cluster to identify similar videos.

5 groups of videos are determined based on
cosine_similarity from part 3.

5 videos are chosen randomly to begin.
Iteratively, each video is compared for distance
from the 5 videos.

Whichever video is the closest, the video joins that cluster, and the center of the cluster is adjusted.
The most shared tags between the videos in the cluster make up the cluster’s description.



4. Cluster videos using k-means algorithm
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4. Cluster videos using k-means algorithm
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5. Use multidimensional scaling to reduce dimensionality within the corpus
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Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a means of visualizing 
the level of similarity of individual cases of a dataset.

Instead of plotting based on similarity, we use MDS to
plot based on distance, which gives a better (spread out)
graph for using the Voronoi Diagram.

xs is a list of each videos’ x coordinates
ys is a list of each videos’ y coordinates



6. Plotting the clustering output
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One case
Among many
The graph presented in the 
application could be built 
differently.
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User One User Two

high amount of dissimilarity

New questions about how to find
similarity in non-similar items?
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User 1 User 2

“Double” “Multiple”

Blue cell: centroid of top 10 most listened songs
Orange cell: centroid of users preference



Applications

Overview of ways to apply multi-user recommendation system



Place your screenshot here
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An application that builds a voluntary data 
profile for a user.

The profile can have multiple maps with
data from different services.

If multiple users want to sync profiles
they can merge maps into one and
discover new information.

Benefits in a more socially connected
way of discovery.



Place your screenshot here
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Applications not 
limited to 
entertainment:

-Research
-Discovery
-Awareness
-Connection



Thanks!
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